I. INTRODUCTION
The fact that dental education has reached the pinnacle toward which, for years, it has been climbing gives the initial impulse to this outline sketch of that long upward struggle. The Carnegie Survey of Dental Education marks that summit. It is an epochal event in dental education.
Its consequences to dentistry are certain to parallel in beneficial results the sweeping consequences the Carnegie Survey of Medical Education had for medicine. For many earnest educators this reflection warms the cockles of the heart! In writing this brief and hence inadequate sketch of the development of dentistry, I shall limit myself to the general trend of that development as it has affected modern dental education. This implies the omission of several highly interesting but self-limited systems, such as the old Etruscan, the pre-Incan and the Oriental systems, as well as any consideration of prehistoric methods. Personalities, too, however important, can receive but scant attention. I shall shut my eyes, further, to the tempting by-paths opening on every hand into the curious and often shocking fields of old-time dental practices, and keep to the high road-not always, alas, clear-cutof scientific progress.
II. ANCIENT DENTAL HISTORY
At its inception dentistry stood, as it will stand at its maturity, in the relation of child to parent. (Today that child is the prodigal son.) As early as 1550 B.C., in the famous Eber Papyrus, we find record of a healing fraternity in Egypt, of which the dentist was fellow member with the internist and the oculist. At the time the Egyptians, you will remember, "possessed all knowledge," and had made medical knowledge practically international. Darius, the great Persian, kept Egyptians as his court physicians. He said of them: " Medicine is practised among them on a plan of separation; each physician treats a single disorder and no more; thus the country swarms with medical practitioners, some undertaking to cure diseases of the eye, others of the head, others again of the teeth, others of the intestines, and some of those which are not local. " Egyptian mummies preserve for us artificial teeth, with evidences of mended fractures. There is no doubt that, in this most highly perfected of ancient civilizations, dentistry constituted an integral part of medical knowledge.
Eleven centuries later, at the time of Hippocrates, " Father of Medicine," oculists and dentists were specialists in medicine. Practitioners of that science were held in high respect and were men, often, of liberal education. Dentists took, with other specialists, the fine old Hippocratic oath, which placed them on honor to practise always "for the benefit of the patient," and "with purity and holiness. " This fact is worthy of especial note, for even today Hippocrates is held in high esteem. He was " the great creator of scientific medicine and of artistic practice. " His "undying importance rests not so much upon his enrichment of science with new material (though this honor too is his unquestioned due), as upon the creation of a scientific (lay) medicine and art; upon the method and really great principles which he introduced for all time into science and especially into practice. " He "lives and will continue to live the immortal model of medical thought, and still more of medical practice, so long as medical science itself exists" (Baas, "History of medicine"). Osler, in his great book on the evolution of medicine, cites, as the outstanding contribution of Hippocrates and his school to modem medicine, the art of careful observation. For the first time medicine held a detached, scientific attitude-it "broke its leading strings to religion and philosophy. " Many of his voluminous writings deal with the teeth, as a part of the bony system. That dentistry had an integral part in Hippocrates's scheme of thought is a consideration of some moment to us.
For the time of Aristotle we have no specific mention of dentistry. The *Zji
Alexandrians, however, operated on teeth as on any other portion of the anatomy. For Roman times, we learn, from Aulus Cornelius Celsus, an authoritative writer on medical subjects, the current method in treating diseases and injuries of the teeth. He describes "extraction of teeth by means of forceps, fastening teeth with gold wire, bursting hollow teeth by peppercorns pressed into them, etc. The results of extraction in cases of ankylosis of the teeth and alveoli, caries and necrosis, are known to him, and the tooth was accordingly shaken loose most painfully before application of the forceps." These archaic methods provoke a smile today. I need not explain that I do not quote them as evidence of early professional attainments in our specialty. What I wish to emphasize is the fact that in this period the fundamental conception of a dentist was still that of a physician, hence, of a learned man.
After the Saracen invasion (640 A.D.) dentistry shared with surgery its curious divorce from medicine. An aristocratic doctrine prevailed among the Arabians which forbade a physician to do aught with his hands. His field was limited to giving advice as to food and medicine, any operation being left to his assistants! Dentistry, naturally, fell also to them, and was not practised by the higher class of physicians. Shortly before the overthrow of Saracen civilization by the Turks, in the 13th century, we received the writings of one Albucasis, whose work was designed to raise surgery to something of its ancient dignity. A large part of this work on general surgery is devoted to operations upon the teeth. (Extraction, in his time, was left almost entirely to the barbers.) His methods were somewhat in advance of his predecessors, and his writings on the subject of the teeth by far the most exhaustive recorded up to that time. m. DENTISTRY DURING THE MIDDLE AGES AND THE PERIOD OF THE REVIVAL
OF LEARNING
As is well known, medicine suffered a decline throughout the Middle Ages, descending at last to the monks and the itinerant Jews. Surgery fell into the hands of barbers, farriers, and swine doctors, who made common company in 1308 with the London Company of Surgeons. Fortunately, however, a struggling university had preserved here and there a stray germ of the old Hellenic culture. The Turkish capture of Constantinople, in 1450, drove crowds of learned Greeks into the European universities; and, with their coming, learning once more burst into flower. Spain, France, Italy, and England were the gainers. In their universities, medicine rose rapidly into its old position of importance.
CXix
To a group of Roman scholars, Vesali, Ingrassias, Fallopia, and Eustachi, surgery owes much of its rehabilitation. The last two in particular devoted much intelligent study to the teeth. For the first time a really intelligible and useful description of these organs was published. This paved the way for the publication, twenty years later, in 1581, of the first work explicitly on the structure and diseases of the teeth. Its author, Urban Heimand, was a general surgeon. Despite these learned names, however, surgery was long degraded by its association with the barbers, whom it was unable to shake off.
An historical sketch on dental surgery published by James Snell, dentist, in 1832, has an interesting paragraph on this situation. "The surgeons of Paris,"he writes, "who since the time of Lanfranc, had constituted a particular college, had before the commencement of the 16th century, made reiterated complaints on this subject, to the faculty of medicine; the only result of which was, that they were allowed to enjoy a certain pre-eminence over the barbers, on paying sixteen sous annually to the said faculty. Things became worse, however, soon afterwards, the physicians of Paris having in 1505 concluded a treaty with barbers, by which the latter were, on certain conditions, admitted members of the faculty, and dignified with the title of Tonsores Chirurgici, instead of Barbitonsores, by which they had previously been known. Ten years afterwards, Barat, the President of the College of Surgeons, by addressing his complaints to the University of Paris, instead of the Faculty of Medicine, obtained for the surgeons a partial emancipation from that state of vassalage in which they had hitherto been held by the physicians; and the college was soon afterwards acknowledged as a learned institution, with the privelege of constituting its own Masters, Bachelors, Licentiates, and Doctors in Surgery. These privileges, in spite of the frequent and vexatious opposition of the Faculty of Medicine, the surgeons still continued to enjoy; so much so, that in 1596, they issued a decree, by which the barbers were compelled to call in a sworn surgeon, m every case of importance, and to confine themselves entirely to the most trivial accidents; but, as the majority of those which befall the teeth, are commonly considered in that light, it is probable that the barbers of this period were still the principal dentists of the age. We hear of an oculist about this time, as distinct from a general practitioner in surgery, in the person of Bartisch, oculist to the Elector of Saxony; but of a professed dentist, no mention is hitherto to be met with." cgx PROCEEDINGS OF DENTAL SOCIETIESx IV. DENTISTRY IN THE 17TH AND 18TH CENTURIES Dentistry, it will be seen, had fallen on bad times. But, with the great advancement in science of the late 16th and the 17th centuries, a change was effected for the better. It is once more in the best practice, we must particularly note, a field of medicine. I quote again from Snell: "The advancement thus rapidly effected in natural philosophy soon extended itself to medicine; and the accumulation of new facts, in every branch of this extensive science, was, in a short time, so great, that a more especial attention to a few departments alone became indispensable, in order to excel. Hence arose, among medical men, a more minute division of labour than had been known since the time of the Egyptians; and this minute division of labour was, in its turn, a cause of still greater progress in the several departments of medicine, by concentrating the energies of individuals, to particular branches, instead of dividing them among the whole. It was then at this period, that the dental art began to be exclusively cultivated by a certain class of medical practitioners, and that we now, for the first time, meet with the appellation of surgeon-dentists, a title given, so early as 1622 to Gillies, and others, in France, but not for many years afterwards fully established. . . . . It was not till the year 1700 that persons destined for the profession of dentists were compelled in France to undergo a regular examination; and it is from this period, perhaps, that we must date the establishment, in modern times, of the dental art as a distinct branch of medical practice."
During the 18th century great progress was made in restorative dentistry, as well as in fundamental anatomical research. France continued to contribute men of note; for instance, Pierre Fouchard, author of the first complete work on dentistry (1728) and "the founder of modern scientific dentistry. " That book, Philipp Pfaff's Abiandling von der Zdhnen (1756), and John Hunter's "Natural history of the human teeth" (1771), form three important landmarks in the history of dentistry. Hunter was essentially "a great all-round biologist like Haller and Johannes Muller, and, with Pare and Lister, one of the three greatest surgeons of all time. . Hunter was the first to study the teeth in a scientific manner, and the first to recommend complete removal of the pulp in filling them. He introduced the classes, cuspids, bicuspids, molars, and incisors, enlarged upon dental malocclusion, and devised appliances for correcting the condition" (Garrison, "History of medicine. ") . . . His " Practical treatise on the diseases of the teeth" initiated, in England, a new epoch for the dental art, which, abandoning its blind empiricism, began to take its stand on the basis of rigorous scientific observation " (Guerini, " History of dentistry. ") A notable 18th century dentist of the biological type was Robert Bunon, a Frenchman, whose works on dentistry have a high scientific importance.
Contemporaneously, as always, there were quacks in great numbers. Baas, writing of Germany in the 18th century, says: "the cosmetic art of dentistry, an art then, as to some extent at the present day, the field of charlatans, enjoyed much cultivation." He then enumerates six men who to his knowledge were not charlatans! In fact, Baas states that John Hunter "did not scorn even the subject of dentistry!" The significant point for us is that, however outnumbered by the quacks, there were still men of the surgeon-dentist type who held to the straight and narrow path of scientific study.
V. RISE OF MODERN DENTISTRY
The French Revolution, with its general lowering of barriers, played havoc with dentistry. "Short-cut" men sprang up throughout Europe. America, too, had its share of them. We have little early record, in fact, of the American scientific practitioner; we have many accounts of the skilled mechanician, notably of the erstwhile silversmith, Paul Revere. The first forty years of the 19th century in America were marked by the continued development of this type of skilled technician. The only training afforded, beyond the apprenticeship to a practitioner, were fouror five-month lecture courses in medical subjects, such as anatomy, physiology, andmateria medica. Most dentists practised without medical training and withoutdegrees. Naturally, the emphasis fell on technic. Dr. C. R. Turner(Dental Cosmos, January, 1920) points out: "As more was known about these matters than about what may be called the vital relationships of dental operations, and as mechanical skill was necessary to the actual practice of dentistry, it is not surprising that mechanical training should have taken so large a part in dental education. As this was the greater part of the course, it is natural that it should have become its mort important part, and that dentistry should come to be regarded very generally from a mechanical point of view. Furthermore, as the empirical method prevailed very largely even in medicine, it is not difficult to understand how dentistry, consisting as it did of methods of practice learned by experience, should have followed similar methods in its educational efforts. . . . . The impetus of this development of mechanical ideals underwent great elaboration from 1875 to 1890, for during this period crown-and bridge-work entered upon a period of rapid growth. The evolution of orthodontia during this period was also distinguished by the infinite variety of mechanical appliances which its votaries produced. This may be truly said to *xi have been the mechanical age in dental education, and the early empiricism was continued by the fascination of the study of mechanical arts."
This quotation carries us beyond the establishment, in 1839, of the first dental school. The University of Maryland had been asked by two prominent practitioners, Drs. Hayden and Harris of Baltimore, to establish a course in dentistry, and with lamentable lack of foresight had refused. Dissatisfied with existing conditions, and having failed in this undertaking, Hayden and Harris finally brought about the establishment of the Baltimore College of Dental Surgery.
This sharp cleavage has been called a "crime. " Unfortunate in its consequences it certainly was; but it was a natural outgrowth of the chaotic scientific conditions of that time. So close a connection has this fact with the subsequent development of dental education that I must digress for a brief account of such conditions, especially in medicine.
VI. DEVELOPMENTS IN MEDICAL EDUCATION AND DENTAL EDUCATION

COMPARED
Medical training then and later was haphazard. There was no such volume of medical knowledge as was opened in the latter half of the century, with the flowering of bacteriology and the other biological sciences. Medicine was a three-year course with no preliminary requirements except a high-school education, and that, in the private schools, was often blinked. These early schools, established first to meet a real educational need, were soon augmented by many others seeking only profit. In such schools clinical instructors often paid down a tidy sum for the privilege of holding chairs. This they expected to get back in the benefit to their private practices from such a teaching connection! It was often returned many times over, as the college grew, in student lecture fees and in referred cases. There was a dearth of trained scientific teachers and very little laboratory work. Often clinical men taught all the science offered. Such medical schools continued to spring up as late as 1900.
Meanwhile, however, there had been a growing sense, among practitioners trained in the university medical schools and among scientists, that the situation was intolerable. Huxley's ideal had been steadily permeating the best medical thought, which, as always, was found in the few university schools then contemporaneously developing. Their disinterested efforts finally led to a great house-cleaning, under the Carnegie Foundation, with Abram Flexner at the head of the survey. The publication of the Foundation's report spelled doom for the proprietary schools. Fifty per cent of them disappeared within a year. I need not enlarge on the sweeping results of *-xxi this published report to medical education. It is too well-known to require comment.
Dental education from 1839 took the same general trend. The early private schools, established to fill a real need, were rapidly added to, toward the close of the century, by schools set up purely for profit. The temptation to teach with an eye to the owners's pocketbooks rather than to the advancement of science grew overwhelming. With a continually growing demand for dentists the number of these schools increased, and the standards fell lower and lower.
Again the saving phase of an apparently hopeless situation lay with the universities. In 1869 Harvard took the step, momentous to the future of dentistry, of establishing a dental school. Three years later it graduated its first class, with Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes as the speaker of the day. His words are pertinent to our discussion: " This Commencement of the Dental School has a real significance, though it makes little show, and does not appeal to any vulgar interest. It publishes the fact that a new pursuit has been assigned its place among those chosen professions which a fully-organized educational institution may fitly take in hand, and provide for teaching. And you may be assured, that, before our old university would take such a step, its governing boards had satisfied themselves that the time was fully ripe for it. The dental profession had achieved its success, and had won its place in the estimate of the intelligent public, before its teachers were asked to share the labors and the dignities which belong to the faculties of this great institution. A few generalities are all that can be attempted in a discourse like this; enough to give some little idea of what the dental profession has grown out of, and what it has grown to; a few hints to make us feel more keenly its importance; a picture or two of old superstitions and fancies and barbarisms to contrast with the enlightened knowledge of our own time; a brief mention of some of the leading modern improvements in the scientific and practical departments relating to the teeth; an explanation of the causes which have kept the dental profession from receiving the recognition it has a right to claim; and a vindication of its title to the regard of the community, and to a fair representation of its teachings at the great seats of learning. " Further on Holmes alludes to "the branch of the medical profession to which this graduating class has devoted itself. " At the close of his address he states, "your profession, young gentlemen, is now an accepted province of this great and beneficent calling (medicine).
Harvard University is doin, all it can do to recognize the value of your profession to the commute nity; and it does this at the time when it is making the most strenuous efforts cxxiv to place medical education on a basis worthy of a branch of knowledge so complex, so vast, so all important to mankind. " I quote this at length because it leaves no doubt as to the status of dentistry in his regard.
Other universities soon followed the lead of Harvard. Michigan established a dental school in 1875, Pennsylvania in 1878. In 1921 two-thirds of all the schools were parts of state or endowed universities. The list is still growing.
VII. RECENT PROGRESS IN DENTAL EDUCATION
In 1884 various schools of all types organized the National Association of Dental Faculties for the purpose of standardizing and regulating dental education. This body, sincere in its purpose, did a great deal toward bettering conditions. There was a great deal to be done. I trust I have not made it appear that at any time in its history dental education has moved steadfastly toward a clearly perceived goal. Quite the contrary. Like all other human institutions it has muddled along in very human fashion, with-as one looks back-an astounding lack of vision, even of foresight. As late as 1884 it was necessary for this Association to take very elementary steps toward betterment. At its first meeting it "abrogated the prevailing custom of allowing five years of practice to be substituted for one session of college work, recommended the general adoption of a graded curriculum of two years, recommended the subjects of instruction, and declared itself in favor of an examination upon the rudiments of an 'English education' for all candidates for admission. In 1889 a three-year course, of not less than five months each, was adopted to go into effect in 1891-92. Six-month sessions were approved in 1894, and extended to seven months in 1899-1900. In 1901 a four-year course was projected for 1904-05 to accommodate the rapidly increasing subjects, but in 1904 this was rescinded in favor of a three-session course of thirty weeks each, as it was decided that the adoption of a four-year course had been a little premature. The four-year course went into effect, in all the colleges of the country in 1917.
"The National Association of Dental Faculties advanced the preliminary educational requirement, in 1897, to admission to a high school; and, in 1900, to admission to the third year of high school. In 1907-8, three years of -high school were required and now (1920), for several years past, a completed high-school course or its equivalent is necessary for admission to dental colleges. Thus will be seen the influence of this association in lengthening the dental course and in prescribing preliminary educational C2=V standards" (Dr. Turner, loc. cit.). Once more "the mills of the gods grind slowly. " One by one most of the university schools withdrew from the National Association of Dental Faculties. Harvard was the first to go. In 1908 six of them formed a group with nominally the same ideal-the disinterested advancement of scientific dental education.
The first steps agreed on by this body, the University Faculties' Association of American Universities, were (1) the necessity for a survey of dental education, (2) the need for lengthening the course. Impetus was given to both movements by Dr. Hunter's momentous charges against American dentistry in 1911. One school initiated a four-year course in 1915; others followed in 1917. Since its organization the University Association has bent its energies toward raising entrance requirements, standardizing the course, lengthening the course-it is now five years in many universitiesand otherwise establishing the claim of dentistry to rank as a learned profession. It has been vastly heartened by the encouragement of such men as Dr. C. H. Mayo, Dr. John B. Murphy, and several other leaders of scientific thought.
VIIL. DENTISTRY A BRANCH OF MEDICINE
In 1913, Dr. Mayo, in a paper read before the Chicago Dental Society, stated that " the next great step in medical progress in the line of preventive medicine should be madebythe dentists. The question is 'Will they do it'?" (Dental Review, April, 1913, p. 297) . In 1918, Dr. Mayo, at the fiftieth anniversary meeting of the Dental Society of the State of New York, made the following comment: "Modern dentistry is relieving the world of much of its misery by watchful care of foci connected with the teeth, and the trend of modern medicine and dentistry is bringing their fields again closely together. Dentistry should be a department of medicine, as it is as closely associated with medicine as are the specialties of the eye, ear, nose and throat, etc." (Dental Cosmos, November, 1918, p. 965) . In May, 1922, Dr. Mayo, in addressing the same society said flatly: "It is more important for the dentists to have a good foundation in medicine and anatomy than for the oculist to have it, because in the mouth will be found evidence of more diseases than in any other region of the body; such evidence will be in the form of nutritional changes, and infections around the gums, teeth, and in the tonsils. I believe the doctor, the veterinarian, and the dentist should all take the same course for the first two years of their college work and after that take separate courses in the study of their professions. There is no use of trying to better the practice of dentistry and have persons go into it c~xxv without any idea of it except the mechanical side" (Dental Cosmos, November, 1922 , p. 1208 .
Dr. Murphy, addressing the Chicago Dental Society in 1916, asks: "Why should the dentist be educated in a different room from the surgeon in the essential elements-in his bacteriology, histology, biology, physiology and anatomy? He should not. It is an anomaly. The first two years, as indicated by Dr. Thornton, should be the same with the aurist, the oculist, the surgeon, the neurologist, the internal medical man and the dentist, and until this educational error is corrected there will be no correlation and no cooperation between dentistry and internal medicine. . . . Another proposition, it appears to me, is that after we have educated the dentist and physician together; after we have practised side by side, each one will see, as he gleans knowledge from the other, a new method of advancement" (Proceedings of the Chicago Dental Society, Fifty-second annual meeting: Dental Review, January 28, 1916, p. 381).
The latest word which has come to my attention is from Dr. W. S. Thayer of Johns Hopkins University, who wrote recently to the dean of the medical school at Minnesota: "The close association of dentistry with medicine and surgery is a matter which I have very much at heart. I think it is most unfortunate that the instruction of the dentist is in any way different from that of the doctor and surgeon. Dentistry should be just as much a specialty of surgery and medicine as ophthalmology, otology, rhinology or any of the other well-recognized specialties." Columbia, as you know, approaches closely this ideal of a joint training, with its requirement of two years of pre-dental work. The University of Rochester is about to inaugurate a school of dentistry with a requirement of three pre-dental years of college work.
With the long desired survey of dental education an accomplished fact, future progress in the right direction is made certain. When we consider that we are emerging from the long upward struggle onto a pleasant field of assured usefulness, we think back to the great spirits of all ages who have handed on the torch, and realize with Goethe that "All that has worth lives in the Past, Enduring forever in splendid activity."
